Recycling Instructions

Product name(s): Color LaserJet 3500, 3550, and 3700 Series Printers
Product model(s): 3500 (Q1319A), 3500n (Q1320A)
3550 (Q5990A), 3550n (Q5991A)
3700 (Q1321A), 3700d (Q1322A), 3700dn (Q1323A), 3700dtn (Q1324A)
Part number(s): Image Transfer Kit (Q3658A)

Recycling Providers:

It is suggested the transfer assembly be removed from the printer before any recycling activities begin. The assembly is attached to the inside of the printer’s front cover. It can be removed by doing the following:
- Open the front cover and locate the assembly.
- Press down on the blue release tab on the right side of the assembly.
- Pull up on the assembly and rotate it in a counterclockwise direction and pull the assembly away from the printer.

The transfer assembly will contain toner material. For further safety and handling information for the toner used in these products, please see Material Safety Data Sheet information: http://www.hp.com/go/msds Standard precautions and procedures include the following:

Accidental Releases: Spill or Leak Procedures – Minimize the release of toner material and avoid breathing toner material. If a vacuum is used in recycling, the vacuum must be rated as dust-explosion proof.

Physical and Chemical Properties: Toner, like most organic materials in powder form, is capable of creating a dust explosion.

Disposal Considerations: Do not put the transfer assembly into fire; heated toner may cause severe burns. Do not shred or grind the transfer assembly unless dust-explosion prevention measures are taken. Dispose of in compliance with federal, state, and local regulations.
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